Tusker Group's Early Case Assessment is
Saving Our Clients Significant Time and Money
Our Early Case Assessment (ECA) service samples document populations at the
early stages of discovery. Clients are finding benefits which include:
•

Minimizing document review time and costs.

•

Creating a measurable and defensible process for identifying relevant /
privileged documents based on tested statistical theory.

•

Possessing a refined and tested search term list for a faster meet and
confer under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP).

•

Providing clients and their outside counsel a deeper understanding of the
document corpus from the onset.

•

Increasing accuracy of the discovery budget forecast.

•

Lowering risks by facilitating informed decision-making about the merits
of the case.

•

Combining processes and technology to reduce the time required for
document review.

•

Building a core knowledgeable review team prior to the review.

•

Finding smoking gun documents early in the case.

Please contact John Thickett at jthicket@tuskergroup.com if you would like our
assistance on your current litigation matter.
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About Tusker Group
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Tusker Group specializes exclusively in legal document
review. Tusker Group provides the best quality and cost by integrating its India and U.S.based operations with clients’ legal teams. In addition, Tusker Group's consulting services
reduce clients' litigation expenses via applicable best-practices in document review
processes, technology and people.
Founded in 2002, Tusker Group was the first LPO to assign clients a dedicated team to
manage their reviews, and is continuously looking for new ways to reduce variation, refine
processes and measure results to help customers realize the full benefits of outsourced
document review. The firm is currently undergoing ISO 27001 certification for security
techniques and management systems. For more information, visit www.TuskerGroup.com
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